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Genetic background of an individual can drastically influence an organism’s response upon
environmental stress and pathological stimulus. Previous studies in inbred rats showed
that compared to Brown Norway (BN), Dahl salt-sensitive (SS) rat exerts strong hypoxia
susceptibility. However, despite extensive narrow-down approaches via the chromosome
substitution methodology, this genome-based physiological predisposition could not be
traced back to distinct quantitative trait loci. Upon the completion and public data availabil-
ity of PhysGen SS-BN consomic (CS) rat platform, I employed systems biology approach
attempting to further our understanding of the molecular basis of genetic background effect
in light of hypoxia response. I analyzed the physiological screening data of 22 CS rat strains
under normoxia and 2-weeks of hypoxia, and cross-compared them to the parental strains.
The analyses showed that SS-9BN and SS-18BN represent the most hypoxia-resistant CS
strains with phenotype similar to BN, whereas SS-6BN and SS-YBN segregated to the direc-
tion of SS. A meta-analysis on the transcriptomic profiles of these CS rat strains under
hypoxia treatment showed that although polymorphisms on the substituted BN chromo-
somes could be directly involved in hypoxia resistance, this seems to be embedded in
a more complex trans-chromosomal genetic regulatory network. Via information theory
based modeling approach, this hypoxia relevant core genetic network was reverse engi-
neered. Network analyses showed that the protective effects of BN chromosome 9 and
18 were reflected by a balanced activation of this core network centering on physiological
homeostasis. Presumably, it is the system robustness constituted on such differential net-
work activation that acts as hypoxia response modifier. Understanding of the intrinsic link
between the individual genetic background and the network robustness will set a basis in
the current scientific efforts toward personalized medicine.
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INTRODUCTION
Hypoxia is a common environmental stressor, the effect of which
depending on time and duration of hypoxia explosion. In mam-
mals, the fetal, and newborn brain is particularly susceptible to
hypoxia. In utero hypoxia can lead to inhibition of breathing
movements, and increase the risk for neuronal developmental
deficits (Cai et al., 1999). The period immediately after birth
represents a critical time window in which hypoxia can cause
long-term changes in the structural and functional properties of
the respiratory systems (Teppema and Dahan, 2010). During the

Abbreviations: BN, Brown Norway inbred rat strain; BP, biological process gene
ontology term; CC, cellular component gene ontology term; CS, chromosome sub-
stitution (consomic) strain; EST, expressed sequence tag; FDR, false discovery rate;
GO, gene ontology; GWAS, genome-wide association study; MF, molecular function
gene ontology term; SS, Dahl salt-sensitive inbred rat strain; SS-nBN, SS rat con-
somic of BN chromosome n (n indicates the identity of substituted chromosome);
V E, bodyweight normalized minute ventilation QTL, quantitative trait locus.

developmental period, hypoxia can cause a suppressed pituitary
growth hormone level through increased action of somatostatin
(Xu et al., 2004). At adulthood, exposure to chronic hypoxic para-
digms induces a pathogenic increase in ventilation that may sustain
(Teppema and Dahan, 2010).

Notably, the onset and severity of hypoxia response drastically
differ within the population. Intermittent hypoxia treatment, for
example, can significantly increase the risk of ventricular arrhyth-
mias and myocardial infarction in some individuals, but lead to
no detectable phenotype in other kinships (Kolar et al., 2005).
Although physiological dynamics of the respiratory track, blood
circulation, and hormonal response could play an important role,
it is suspected that such personalized hypoxia response might be
associated with unique allelic composition of the genome of each
individual. In this regard, improved arterial oxygen saturation in
Tibetan highlanders has been attributed to polymorphism of a
hypothetical QTL (Beall et al., 1994). However, despite concerted
efforts in either GWAS case-control studies or family-based linkage
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analysis, the responsible hypothetical QTL for hypoxia suscepti-
bility could not yet be specified (Beall et al., 1997). New generation
genome sequencing has the power to decipher the individual
genetic constellation in ever faster paces that will soon become
compatible for individual disease diagnosis and therapy. However,
considering the high complexity of the genome, an open question
concerns the specific genetic set-up which is responsible for the
phenotypic variances.

Different inbred laboratory animal strains can simulate diver-
gent genetic make-up of a normal human population. Like in
human, data in rats showed that the same environmental stress
can have completely different effects in different inbred animal
strains (Todd and Wicker, 2001). For instance, Dahl salt-sensitive
(SS) and Brown Norway (BN) are two inbred rat strains derived
from wildtype Rattus norvegicus. While SS is highly sensitive
to hypoxia, BN is rather robust (Malek et al., 2006). Obvi-
ously, as in human being, here the rat strain specific polymor-
phisms act as the physiological response modifier under hypoxia
treatment.

In recent years, chromosome substitution (consomic, CS) plat-
form have emerged, which offer an ideal system to cut down
the allelic variations between two inbred rat strains into the
level of individual chromosomes (Cowley et al., 2004). Phys-
Gen, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)-
funded genomic application has bred the whole panel of CS
rats out of SS and BN rat strains. Heroically, they have also
performed profound physiological phenotype and transcrip-
tomic screenings under normoxia, hypoxia, and hypercapnia
conditions (Kunert et al., 2006). Most appreciably, these scien-
tists have made their data public, which provides an unprece-
dented opportunity to the entire scientific community for the
investigation of cross-chromosome genotype-phenotype associ-
ations. Yet, despite concerted effort to hunt for modifier genes
and multigenic polymorphisms relevant to hypoxia sensitiv-
ity on this CS rat platform, no candidate genes responsible
for the hypoxia-protection have so far been percepted. Instead,
as many as five chromosomes were loosely defined as poten-
tial QTL-holders, the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
and other polymorphic elements on which presumably having
an impact on the organism’s hypoxia response (Forster et al.,
2003).

At this juncture, we need to keep in mind that stress response,
including hypoxia response, arguably belongs to multigenic com-
plex traits, i.e., phenotypes that arise from complex molecular
interaction across many genes and proteins. Taking the SNP as
example, one SNP can influence many genes at the transcriptional
and post-transcriptional level (especially for SNP on transcrip-
tion factor). In the same sense, a gene or a regulatory locus that is
involved in hypoxia response can be influenced by multiple SNPs
and additional polymorphic elements simultaneously. Hence, the
impact of a single polymorphic gene alone might only be mar-
ginal in many cases, or could even be compensated by other
polymorphisms of the individual (Weiss and Terwilliger, 2000).

Here, making use of the extensive physiological screening and
transcriptomic data on the comprehensive CS rat strains plat-
form (Liang et al., 2004), I set out to uncover the true con-
nection between rat genetic background and hypoxia resistance

at the level of genetic interaction network. Through sophisti-
cated handling of the experimental data via systems biological
approach, I make the notion that individual polymorphism may
modify the hypoxia resistance via differential activation of a cross-
chromosomal genetic network that is involved in physiological
homeostasis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experimental data used in this study were obtained from the
PhysGen project website1. For clarify, I attempt to briefly review
the major issues in the experimental design that are relevant to the
current post hoc data analyses.

CHROMOSOME SUBSTITUTION RAT PANEL
The SS-BN CS rat panel was generated and initially charac-
terized as part of “PhysGen,” a NHLBI Programs for Genomic
Applications (see text footnote 1; Cowley et al., 2001; Lagrange
and Fournie, 2010). These are inbred rat strains otherwise of
SS/JrHsdMcwi (ontology ID RS:0000811, shorten as SS) genetic
background, but acquired one homologous chromosome pair
from the BN inbred rat strain (BN/NHsdMcwi, ontology ID
RS:0000145, shorten as BN), as confirmed by marker-assisted
high density scan. The nomenclature SS-nBN is used to des-
ignate the CS strain in which both homologous chromosome
n of the SS rat have been replaced by that of the BN strain.
The CS rat strains were housed at the Medical College of Wis-
consin Animal Resource Transgenic Barrier Facility by brother-
sister mating (Cowley et al., 2001). As parental strains, BN and
SS were obtained from the same laboratory. All rats received
the same diet (Teklad 3075S, 0.4% NaCl) and water ad libi-
tum.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SCREENING UNDER NORMAL AND HYPOXIA
CONDITIONS
Comprehensive physiological screenings of the SS-BN CS rat plat-
form including the parental strains, were performed in the frame
of PhysGen project (Kunert et al., 2006; Malek et al., 2006).
These comprise the biochemical, cardiac, lung, and renal pro-
tocols, with a total of over 200 traits tested. Details regarding
these phenotyping protocols are documented on the PhysGen
website. For the investigation of hypoxia response, 10-week-old
animals were conditioned for 2 weeks under hypoxia atmos-
pheric condition (12% inspired oxygen), whereas normoxia con-
trol rats were kept under room air (21% oxygen). Physiolog-
ical screening was performed at 12 weeks of animal age. Each
group of animals (same strain, same gender, and same air oxy-
gen condition) contained 17–114 animals (48± 34). Comparable
numbers of male and female rats were always studied in each
trait. Ventilatory response and blood oxygen saturation were
measured additionally for rats between 2–3 and 9–10 min of
hypoxia treatment. Conventionally, hypoxic sensitivity can be
indexed by the ratio of difference between bodyweight normal-
ized minute ventilation (V E) at hypoxic and at normoxic con-
ditions over the log-difference of hemoglobin oxygen saturation

1http://pga.mcw.edu
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between hypoxic and normoxic conditions (Eq. 1; Teppema et al.,
2009):

Hypoxia Sensitivity Index

=
VE

(
hypoxia

)
− VE (normoxia)

LogPO2
(
hypoxia

)
− LogPO2 (normoxia)

(1)

For statistical data analyses, equality of variance between strains
in each phenotype was first assessed by Levene’s test (Jobson,
1991). If Levene’s test for homoscedasticity was passed, one-
way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post hoc test was used to compare
phenotypical differences between parental and CSs (p < 0.05).
It uses the information provided by conventional ANOVA to
determine which groups are causing the significant difference
in mean through pair-wise comparisons. Dunnett’s test takes
into account the multiple comparisons made, thus there was
no need for additional Bonferroni corrections. For datasets that
do not comply with the variance homogeneity, non-parametric
ANOVA, employing the Kruskal–Wallis test was performed (Zar,
1999). Analogously, if there was an among-group-mean differ-
ence, Turkey’s test was used to determine which groups were
causing the significant differences in means via pair-wise com-
parisons.

MICROARRAY TRANSCRIPTOMIC PROFILING
Transcriptomic data were generated using Affymetrix slide type
GeneChip 230_2.0 for rat. The chip contained 27,648 probe sets
(excluding controls), corresponding to over 3000 non-redundant
rat ESTs (Malek et al., 2006). The microarray data were available for
heart, kidney, liver, and lung tissues of rats from the physiological
screening, stratified by strains (CS or parental), conditions (nor-
moxia or hypoxia), and gender. Six samples per group were used
for each microarray experiment. Pre-processed microarray data
of five CS strains (SS-2BN, SS-6BN, SS-9BN, SS-18BN, and SS-YBN)
and both parental strains (BN and SS) were downloaded from
the PhysGen website. Procedures of tissue collection, RNA extrac-
tion, cDNA generation, hybridization, and data pre-processing
are described in previous literatures and on the PhysGen website
(Liang et al., 2002, 2003). A small loop comparison strategy of the
following schema was used in the two-color co-hybridization, each
repeated with dye switching: Consomic normoxia (CS_normoxia)
vs. SS normoxia (SS_normoxia); SS normoxia vs. SS hypoxia
(SS_hypoxia); SS hypoxia vs. consomic hypoxia (CS_hypoxia); and
consomic hypoxia vs. consomic normaxia. In addition, common
reference RNAs, which was generated by mixing equal concentra-
tion of commercially available RNA from five rat tissues (brain,
heart, kidney, liver, and lung) were used as internal controls for
the whole study. This enables the indirect comparisons between
microarray measurements to be made. All expression alterations
were normalized to log2 ratio vs. SS_normoxia treatment as inter-
nal control. The cut-off value was set as 0.263 (20% up-regulation),
or −0.322 (20% down-regulation). The significance threshold of
differential expression was set as p < 0.05. FDR was controlled as
5% after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. In addition,
using the permutation-based Significance Analysis of Microarrays

(SAM)2, FDR of less than 7% was controlled across the whole
study.

CHROMOSOME REPRESENTATIVE INDEX CALCULATION
In order to determine the relative contribution of substituted
chromosome on the gene expression alterations, chromosome
representative index of the genes of altered expression was calcu-
lated for each substituted chromosome under given test conditions
according to the following equation, as described in Eq. 2 (Liang
et al., 2008):

Chromosome representation index =
nchr

/
n

Nchr
/

N
(2)

For each CS strain and air oxygen condition, nchr is the number
of differentially expressed non-redundant ESTs located on a given
chromosome; n represents the total number of non-redundant
ESTs with altered expression. N chr is the ESTs located on a
given chromosome in the entire microarray, whereas N = 5860
represents the total number of ESTs probed by the microarray
chip.

FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION OF GENE EXPRESSION ALTERATIONS
In order to investigate the functional impact of CS genetic poly-
morphisms on the cellular response to hypoxia treatment, variant
transcripts in this study were subjected to functional characteriza-
tion with the help of public databases. The “WebGestalt Gene Set
Enrichment Toolkit”was employed3, which conducts Gene Ontol-
ogy (GO)-term, gene set, cytogenetic band, and pathway enrich-
ment analyses by cross-referencing downstream public genetic
functional annotation databases such as GO, Kyoto Encyclopedia
of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), and Reactome. The Affymetrix
probe sets of rat whole genome (230_2.0) were employed as the
reference gene set. Fischer’s exact test was used with statistical
thresholding p < 0.01, except for the cytogenetic band enrich-
ment analysis, which had p < 0.05. The Bonferroni–Holm method
served as the multiple test adjustment. A minimum of three genes
in the enrichment was set as an additional cut-off. The adjusted
p-values were reported in the result section, as these are generally
more stringent compared to the raw p-values.

REVERSE ENGINEERING OF THE HYPOXIA MODIFYING CORE GENETIC
NETWORK
A data-driven information theory based network modeling
approach was applied on the transcriptomic data to re-construct
the parsimonious underlying interaction network in light of the
hypoxia-induced gene expression co-regulation (Mao et al., 2011).
As a conceptual model, a living unit can be considered as a system
consisting of finite number of interrelating elements. From the
systems biology perspective, these elements include proteins and
genes, which can be quantitatively sampled at a given system state.
In our experiment, the gene expression pattern of the parental
control rat strain (SS) under normal condition can be consid-
ered as the basal output signals of each system element (gene) at

2http://www-stat.stanford.edu/∼tibs/SAM/
3bioinfo.vanderbilt.edu/webgestalt/
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the un-stimulated homeostatic state. The hypoxia treatment and
chromosome substitution were further considered as distinct sys-
tem perturbations that are able to quantitatively transform the
basal gene expression pattern (transcriptome) via an underly-
ing, meta-stable genetic network. According to this reductionism’s
assumption, three different stimulated states of the rat transcrip-
tome were measured in the current study. They are: SS_Hypoxia:
the transformation of basal system state by hypoxia treatment;
CS: the transformation of basal system state by a distinct BN
CS chromosome, and CS_hypoxia: the concerted operations of
chromosome polymorphism and hypoxia treatment. To further
generalize the dataset and make it more robust, I attempted to
increase the number of perturbations by integrating transcrip-
tomic data of all four organs as well as both genders. This gave us
an expanded protein expression alteration matrix relevant to our
current experimental setting. Considering all these partial sys-
tem perturbations, the most parsimonious underlying network
relevant to hypoxia response and chromosome substitution can
be reconstructed using the experimental data obtained from the
transcriptomic analyses. This partial network is termed “hypoxia-
associated core genetic network” in this manuscript. For this
purpose, microarray data were normalized as log2 Ratio to that
of SS_normoxia. Expression ratios of all probe sets bearing the
same gene symbol were averaged by arithmetic mean.

Network analysis was performed for all genes underwent signif-
icant expression alteration under perturbation. Given a collection
of N genes, their expression profiles in a pellet of m observa-
tions can be represented by a m×N expression matrix. Each
row vector of this expression matrix is the expression alteration
of a given gene under different perturbations. Now, our subject
is to perform a data dependency analysis on this spectrum of
gene expression patterns under different perturbations, in order
to reverse engineer the underlying genetic interaction network
with the highest probability of giving rise to our experimen-
tally observed protein expression alteration data (Lezon et al.,
2006; Mao et al., 2011). This task is feasible under two major
assumptions: First, the underlying genetic interaction network
is meta-stable, i.e., its topology is not influenced by the system
perturbations. A further assumption is that gene co-regulation
is and only is caused by gene–gene interaction. “Mutual Infor-
mation” (MI) has been proven to be a good measure of statis-
tical correlation in this non-linear setting (Cover and Thomas,
1991). The “Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellu-
lar Networks” was employed, which implements the MI estimates
deduced from the entropy theory to judge the importance of
links between network nodes. This algorithm has been imple-
mented in a software package Aracne (Margolin et al., 2006).
Using the gene expression matrix as input, this tool generates
a set of directed and weighted interdependence between genes,
which can then be used to generate genetic interaction graph.
Graphic representations of the network were realized using the
freeware Cytoscape4 (Shannon et al., 2003). For the exploration of
network topological properties, global, and local network prop-
erties of the resulted networks were analyzed by comparison

4http://www.cytoscape.org

to each other, and by comparison to randomly generated net-
work null models of same graph constraints. This was achieved
via a network analysis utility GraphCrunch2 (Milenkovic et al.,
2008). The k-clique community finding tool “CFinder5” was
used to grab the community structures (closely interlinked sub-
graphs) in the core molecular network (k = 3). This method
first locates all cliques of the network and then identifies the
communities by carrying out component analysis of the clique–
clique overlap matrix (Adamcsek et al., 2006). The calculation
of cumulative probabilities using hypergeometric test were per-
formed by the online hypergeometric distribution calculator:
http://stattrek.com/online-calculator/hypergeometric.aspx.

RESULTS
In this study, I first attempted to validate the differential hypoxia
resistances of the SS and BN inbred rat strains using hypoxia sensi-
tivity indexing. This was followed by a comprehensive phenotype
investigation of the entire SS-BN CS rat platform under hypoxia
and normoxia treatments, in order to identify indicative traits of
hypoxic resistance. Hypoxia-resistant and hypoxia-susceptible CS
rat strains were subsequently identified by a “phenotype rescue”
assay. The transcriptomic data of these hypoxia-resistant and sus-
ceptible strains were then analyzed in order to assess the extent
of direct effects of substituted chromosome, as well as the func-
tional implementations of the hypoxia responses. Based on the
transcriptomic datasets, a co-regulation based genetic interaction
network was reversed engineered using an information theoretic
network remodeling approach. Possible differential network acti-
vation under hypoxia treatment was accessed by network analysis.
An overview of the study workflow is given in Figure 1.

GENETIC BACKGROUND SPECIFIC HYPOXIA SENSITIVITY IN BN-SS
CONSOMIC RAT PLATFORM
In a comparison of the parental strains, the bodyweight normal-
ized minute ventilation (V E) was significantly increased in both SS
and BN strains after 3 min of hypoxia (p < 0.001). However, this
increment was greater in SS than in BN (p < 0.038). At 10 min after
hypoxia, BN rats showed greater decrease in their V E from three
to 10 min of hypoxia, which indicates a greater hypoxic ventilatory
roll-off in the BN rats (p < 0.012, Figure 2).

Based on reference data of V E and LogPO2 of BN and SS
(Hodges et al., 2002), the hypoxia sensitivity indexes for both
parental strains (SS and BN) as well as for CS strains (except for
SS-1BN) between 9 and 10 min after hypoxia treatment were cal-
culated. Note here that the hypoxia sensitivity of SS-1BN could not
be calculated due to missing data point. As shown in Figure 3,
BN has the lowest hypoxia sensitivity index among the whole CS
platform, whereas SS resides the other pole of the spectrum. Other
CS strains were located in between the two parental strains.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SCREENING OF HYPOXIA RESPONSE REVEALED 14
INDICATIVE TRAITS FOR HYPOXIA RESISTANCE
The phenotyping protocol of PhysGen project comprised a total
of 213 physiological measurements of heart, lung, vascular, and

5www.cfinder.org
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FIGURE 1 | Workflow summary of the current post hoc data analysis.
Differential hypoxia resistances of the SS-BN rat strains were assessed using
hypoxia sensitivity indexing. This was followed by phenotype investigation in
order to identify indicative traits of hypoxic response. Hypoxia-resistant and
susceptible consomic rat strains were identified by phenotype rescue assay.

Transcriptomic data were analyzed in order to assess the functional
implementations of the hypoxia responses and the manifestation of
cis/trans-effects. A co-regulation based genetic interaction network was
reversed engineered using an information theoretic network remodeling
approach.

blood function. A BN-SS parental strain comparison was first con-
ducted respecting all traits in order to out-select those hypoxia
relevant physiological traits that are divergent in the two parental
genetic backgrounds upon the action of hypoxia, irrespective of
gender. By this means, 14 hypoxia-responsive phenotypic traits
were selected, where the hypoxia-induced alteration significantly
differ between SS and BN. Mostly, values of these selected traits
did not differ in both parental strains under normoxia, but with
a significant quantitative difference between SS and BN under
hypoxia condition (Table 1).

The biochemistry protocol was used to characterize indices
of clinical chemistry and hematology in normoxic and hypoxia-
treated rats. The four biochemical traits that were included in this
study which underwent hypoxia-induced alterations are: “plasma
AST,” “plasma glucose concentration,” “plasma creatinine,” and
“plasma hematocrit.” Respecting the plasma glutamat-oxalacetat-
transaminase (AST) level, there was no significant difference
between the two parental strains under normal air condition.
However, after 2-weeks of hypoxia treatment, the plasma AST level
was significantly increased in SS, whereas this measurement was
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FIGURE 2 | Alteration of bodyweight normalized minute ventilation
(V E) under short-term hypoxia treatment in SS and BN parental
strains. In both strains, V E was significantly increased after 3 min of
hypoxia (p < 0.001). This increment was greater in SS than in BN
(p < 0.038). After 10 min of hypoxia, BN rats showed greater hypoxic
ventilatory roll-off than in SS rats (p < 0.012).
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FIGURE 3 | Hypoxia sensitivity index revealed that BN was most
hypoxia-resistant, while SS was most sensitive to hypoxia among the
SS-BN consomic rat platform.

not altered in hypoxia-treated BN. Among the CS panel, CS strains
SS-1BN, SS-15BN, and SS-18BN showed comparable AST level to
that of BN after hypoxia. Similarly, plasma glucose level of BN and
SS parental strains were also comparable under normoxia condi-
tion. After hypoxia treatment, however, the plasma glucose level of
SS decreased significantly, whereas no change was observed in BN
after hypoxia. CS strains that showed comparable behavior to that
of BN under hypoxia were SS-6BN, SS-7BN, SS-9BN, and SS-18BN.

The Cardiac protocol was intended to uncover phenotypic dif-
ferences between CS and parental strains in the mechanical and
electrical functions in the aerobically perfused, isolated heart and
in the ability of the isolated heart to resist coronary ischemia.
Five traits were selected for the current study. They are “ischemic
time to onset of contracture,”“post-ischemic recovery heart rate,”
“post-ischemic recovery coronary flow rate,” “coronary flow rate
(CFR),” and “ischemic peak.” For instance, there was no change of
the ischemic time leading to the onset of contracture in BN under
normoxia or hypoxia. However, much shorter time period was suf-
ficient for SS after hypoxia leading to contracture onset, suggesting
SS’ vulnerability upon hypoxia treatment. Analogously, both the
percent recovery rates of post-ischemic heart rate and the CFR
were significantly lower in SS after hypoxia. Such alteration was
absent in BN rats.

The lung protocol was intended to quantify the strain dif-
ferences in airway methacholine sensitivity, pulmonary vascu-
lar mechanics, pulmonary endothelial angiotensin converting
enzyme activity, and pulmonary endothelial redox status in nor-
mal and hypoxic condition. A total of five traits were out-selected.
They are “Methacholine median effective dose (ED50),” “Alpha
pressure,” “MB+ metabolism surface area product 3,” “MB+
MSAP 3/FAPGG MSAP,” and lung hematocrit. Increment in
median effective dose of methacholine was registrated for BN after
hypoxia (from 1.57 to 2.2 mg/kg). However, this value did not sig-
nificantly increase in SS after hypoxia treatment. Here, SS-1BN and
SS-8BN showed similar behavior to that of BN. Likewise, “MB+
metabolism surface area product 3” increased in BN after hypoxia,
while no significant increase was measured in SS after hypoxia.

IDENTIFICATION OF HYPOXIA-RESISTANT AND SUSCEPTIBLE CS
STRAINS
Based on the findings in the physiological screening experiments,
a given CS strain was denoted as a “rescued” phenotype if its
physiological behavior was indifferent to that of BN. Respecting
each of the 14 traits selected, the number of rescue incidences
for each CS strain were counted. Those CS strains that demon-
strated the highest incidences of “rescue” in regard to the panel
of 14 phenotype traits were denoted as “hypoxia-resistant” CS
strains. Analogously, those CS strains that showed lowest number
of rescues were defined as “hypoxia sensitive” CS strains.

Based on findings in the physiological screening data, SS-9BN

and SS-18BN were most robust to hypoxia treatment. In con-
trast, SS-6BN and SS-YBN were defined as hypoxia sensitive strains
(Figure 4). SS-2BN represents one of the mid-way phenotypes that
lie between the two parental strains. Together, these five CS strains
were further subjected to transcriptomic analysis.

CIS-EFFECT DOMINATED UNDER NORMOXIA, WHEREAS
TRANS-EFFECT PREVAILED UNDER HYPOXIA
Next, gene expression profiles in heart, lung, liver, and kidney tis-
sues of rats with and without hypoxia treatment were analyzed.
In order to access tissue-independent general hypoxia response,
data from four tissue types in the same group were merged.
In order to detect hypoxia-induced gene expression alterations
in SS genetic background, transcriptomic profile of SS under
hypoxia (SS_hypoxia) was compared to that of SS normoxia. The
obtained list of gene expression alteration in this comparison was
denoted as“Set A”gene expression alteration throughout this man-
uscript. Analogously, respecting each CS strain investigated, the
hypoxia-induced transcriptomic alterations in CS background was
accessed by the comparison of CS_hypoxia to CS_normoxia (des-
ignated as “Set B” gene expression alterations). To differentiate
between hypoxia-induced gene expression alteration and possi-
ble BN chromosome induced basal genetic background effects,
gene expression pattern comparisons between CS_normoxia and
SS_normoxia were conducted, which resulted the “Set C” tran-
scriptomic shift. “Set D” designates the transcriptomic difference
between CS_hypoxia and SS_hypoxia (Figure 5). Details on dif-
ferentially expressed transcripts and their fold differences are
reported in Table S1 in Supplementary Material.

As shown in Figure 6, hypoxia treatment induced very diver-
gent numbers of gene expression alterations (transcriptomic
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Table 1 | Phenotypic responses of SS and BN parental strains in respect to O2 partial pressure (12 or 21% sO2).

Trait description Protocol

category

BN normoxia SS normoxia BN hypoxia SS hypoxia Rescue CS strains

Plasma AST (U/L) Biochemistry 95.677±5.278

(n=31)

90.417±3.456

(n=103)

97.946±4.938

(n=37)

98.288±2.329

(n=104)

1, 15, 18

Plasma creatinine

(mg/dl)

Biochemistry 0.224±0.011

(n=33)

0.244±0.008

(n=103)

0.246±0.01

(n=37)

0.283±0.011

(n=106)

18, 20

Plasma glucose

(mg/dl)

Biochemistry 165.727±5.083

(n=33)

162.029±1.982

(n=103)

165.135±3.897

(n=37)

150.952±1.94

(n=105)

6, 7, 9, 18

Plasma hematocrit

(%)

Biochemistry 45.124±0.571

(n=29)

44.632±0.211

(n=99)

54.771±0.368

(n=28)

57.62±0.291

(n=100)

4, 5, 9, 12, 18, X

Coronary flow rate

(ml/min/g)

Cardiac 11.5±0.8 9.3±0.4 17.2±0.8 11.1±0.8 3, 9, 18

Ischemic peak

(mmHg)

Cardiac 42.3±2.6 46.1±2.6 38.9±2.1 50.5±2.2 2, 3, 17

Ischemic time to

onset of contracture

(s)

Cardiac 883.96±34.017

(n=36)

834.736±15.858

(n=109)

903.173±22.045

(n=47)

780.779±17.017

(n=114)

2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 17, 19, X

Post-ischemic

recovery coronary

flow rate (% recovery)

Cardiac 58.471±3.417

(n=37)

64.132±1.942

(n=111)

56.177±2.295

(n=44)

47.863±1.617

(n=113)

7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16,

17, 18, X

Post-ischemic

recovery heart rate (%

recovery)

Cardiac 81.93±4.337

(n=36)

90.123±3.914

(n=106)

90.894±3.683

(n=47)

80.413±3.032

(n=109)

4, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14,

15, 16, 18

Alpha (mmHg−1) Lung 0.055±0.005

(n=30)

0.06±0.005

(n=106)

0.03±0.002

(n=57)

0.041±0.001

(n=112)

1, 3, 9, 11, 13

Lung hematocrit (%) Lung 44.752±0.459

(n=29)

44.711±0.25

(n=99)

54.827±0.326

(n=37)

57.777±0.317

(n=100)

1, 5, 9, 12, 19, 20

MB+ metabolism

surface area product 3

(ml×min−1
× kg−1)

Lung 14.536±1.176

(n=27)

14.238±0.756

(n=19)

25.164±1.376

(n=51)

14.469±0.541

(n=106)

5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,

17, 18, 19

MB+MSAP 3

(ml×min−1
× kg−1)/

FAPGGMSAP

(ml×min−1
× kg−1)

Lung 0.228±0.011

(n=27)

0.371±0.012

(n=94)

0.439±0.019

(n=48)

0.416±0.021

(n=98)

2, 9, 13, 15 16, 18

Methacholine ED50

(mg/kg)

Lung 1.577±0.168

(n=30)

1.334±0.093

(n=100)

2.227±0.39

(n=37)

1.576±0.107

(n=107)

1, 8

For these 14 traits, there was no significant difference between SS and BN while breathing room air (normoxia), nor is there any gender difference, as measured by

PhysGen in rats at 10–12 week of age. However, significant differences were observed in these two genetic backgrounds under hypoxia treatment (p < 0.05). Data

retrieved from PhysGen web page (http://pga.mcw.edu). Rescue CS strains are those that showed indifferent behavior to BN for a given trait. Values are mean±SE

for each trait in given sample size (given in parenthesis if available). SS, Dahl salt-sensitive rats; BN, Brown Norway rats.

shifts) under different genetic backgrounds. The biggest hypoxia-
induced transcriptomic shifts were observed in SS-2BN and SS-
YBN, whereas the smallest transcriptomic shifts were observed for
SS and SS-18BN. Obviously, there was no correlation between the
number of genetic expression variants and the organism’s hypoxia
susceptibility.

As a common concern, the direct effects of the substituted chro-
mosome on the gene expression alterations under hypoxia and
normoxia conditions were investigated. Generally, there is a “cis-
effect,” if a significant number of genes that underwent expression
alterations are located on the substituted CS chromosome. On the
other side, “trans-effect” designates the phenomenon when the
majority of genes that undergo expression alteration are located

other than the CS chromosome. In this respect, the chromosome
representation index can be used to signify the extent of the cis-
and trans-effects. It was observed that none of the substituted
chromosome reached the chromosome representation index of
greater than one in either gene expression alteration sets (Set A,
B, C, and D). This means that none of the substituted chromo-
some was overrepresented in their respective CS strain through
out this study. Specifically, no transcript variants were located on
chromosome Y in SS-YBN. This implies that the Y chromosome
substitution has rendered the organism with high hypoxia sensi-
tivity without noteworthy cis-effective gene expression alterations.
This emphasizes the gender-related secondary effect in light of
hypoxia, which is beyond the focus of the current study.
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FIGURE 4 | Number of “rescue” incidences in the SS-BN consomic
platform. SS-9BN and SS-18BN showed the highest number of “rescues
incidences, and were therefore defined as hypoxia-resistant CS strains. In
contrast, SS-6BN and SS-YBN were termed hypoxia-susceptible strains.

... ...

SS_normoxia SS_hypoxia

Chromosome

Chromosome 

pair of SS rat

CS_normoxia CS_hypoxia

Chromosome

pair of BN rat
...

...

FIGURE 5 | Experimental design for the microarray study of the
transcriptomic shift in consomic rat platform induced by (i) Hypoxia
treatment (Set A gene expression alterations), (ii) BN consomic
chromosome substitution (Set C gene expression alteration), (iii)
synergistic effects of hypoxia and consomic (Set B), and
CS-chromosome induced effect under hypoxia condition (Set D).

To be more differentiate, as can be deduced from Figure 7
showing the distribution of chromosome representation index
in different CS strains, for all five CS strains investigated, the
representation index of Set C genes were positioned above of the
quarter of Set A, B, C, and D, indicating the slight tendency of cis-
action of genetic background effect. In contrast, the representation
indexes of Set B proteins lie below the mean quartile, indicating
the dominance of trans-effect.

As hypoxia-induced very divergent protein expression alter-
ations in different genetic backgrounds, I next set out to investigate
detailed chromosomal localization of these protein expression
alterations employing the cytogenetic band enrichment analy-
sis (Table S2 in Supplementary Material). Interestingly, it was
observed that the q-arm of chromosome 2 was the most enriched
cytogenetic region in all CS strains under normoxia. Under
hypoxia condition, chromosome 2 was not enriched except for
in SS-2BN (SetB). However, there was no chromosome 6 cytoge-
netic enrichment in SS-6BN, neither is there any chromosome 9
enrichment in SS-9BN; nor chromosome 18 enrichment in SS-
18BN under hypoxia treatment. Taken together, our finding from
cytogenetic band analysis supports the lack of cis-effect under
hypoxia treatment.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSCRIPTOMIC ALTERATIONS
SUGGEST THE INVOLVEMENT OF HOMEOSTASIS REGULATIONS
It was next attempted to classify the functional involvement of
genes altered under hypoxia treatment using the GO-term and the
pathway enrichment analyses (Table S2 in Supplementary Mater-
ial). The biological process (BP) term “homeostasis of body fluid”
and the molecular function (MF) terms “nucleoside binding” and
“kinase regulator activity”were significantly overrepresented in set
C genes. Thus, such homeostasis regulations seem to be predomi-
nantly influenced by genetic background polymorphisms. On the
other site, hypoxia-induced general tissue-level responses in both
BN and in CS strains. This can be seen from the enrichment of cel-
lular component (CC) terms“basement membrane”and“extracel-
lular space,” the BP-term“cell adhesion”and“response to stress,”as

Transcriptomic shifts under different conditionsTranscriptomic shifts under different conditions

Hypoxia effect 

Number of gene 

expression alterations

60

80

100

yp

(Set B and Set A)

Basal genetic background 

effect (Set C)

20

40

SS BN SS-2BN

Genetic background 

modified hypoxia 

effect (Set D)
SS-YBNSS-6BN SS-9BN SS-18BNSS BN SS-2 SS-YSS-6 SS-9 SS-18

FIGURE 6 | Hypoxia-induced divergent transcriptomic shifts in different
strains. The biggest transcriptomic shifts (most profound gene expression
alterations) were observed for SS-2BN and SS-YBN, whereas the smallest

transcriptomic shifts were observed for SS and SS-18BN. There was no
obvious correlation between transcriptomic shifts and the organism’s hypoxia
susceptibility.
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FIGURE 7 | Chromosome representation indexes respecting the
substituted chromosome for the genes differentially expressed under
normoxia or hypoxia conditions in five consomic strains analyzed. The
chromosome representation indexes of Set B genes (hypoxia-induced

effect) are located at the lower quartile, whereas that of the Set C genes
are of upper quartile, indicating a possible cis-effect in the genetic
background induced transcription alterations, but a prevalence of
trans-effect in hypoxia responses.

well as the MF-term “extracellular matrix structural constituent.”
Unlike the BN parental strain and most CS strains, there was a
lack of enrichment of such GO-terms in SS under hypoxia, which
indicates that SS failed to exert such cellular homeostasis regula-
tions under hypoxia condition. In the pathway analysis, the KEGG
pathways “ECM-receptor interaction” was significantly enriched
for Set B genes. Moreover, one enriched gene set that is common
to Set B genes was “insulin signaling pathway.” This suggests that
regulation of extracellular matrix and metabolism belong to the
basic aspects of hypoxia-induced general effect, irrespective of the
organism’s hypoxia sensitivity or genetic background.

The GO-CC term “membrane fraction” was specific to SS-9BN

and SS-18BN under hypoxia. In addition, the BP-terms “regulation
of blood vessel size” was common for BN, SS-9BN, and SS-18BN.
This could indicate that certain membrane-associated and vesicu-
lar responses contribute to the hypoxia resistance in these strains.
Moreover, the CC term “mitochondria” was augmented in BN,
SS-9BN, and SS-18BN under hypoxia treatment, but not enriched
in SS-6BN and SS-YBN. This emphasizes the importance of the
active involvement of mitochondria in hypoxia protectively. Like-
wise, the BP-terms “negative regulation of DNA replication” and
“nucleotide-excision repair” were SS-18BN specific. This indicates
that at least in SS-18BN, hypoxia treatment could have dampened
the cell proliferation process, while at the same time stimulated
cellular maintenance programs such as DNA repair.

On the other side, the BP-term “response to chemical stimu-
lus,”“response to extracellular external stimulus,” and “response to
endogenous stimulus” could be assigned exclusively to the hypoxia
sensitive strains (SS, SS-6BN, and SS-YBN). KEGG pathways asso-
ciated with hypoxia sensitivity comprise some major signaling
pathways such as: “TGF-beta signaling pathway,” “Wnt signal-
ing pathway,”“Drug/Xenobiotics metabolism – cytochrome P450,”
and “Apoptosis.” A large range of functional enrichments were
observed in SS-YBN. These include the BP-term“cell surface recep-
tor linked signal transduction” and the MF-term “glycoprotein
binding.”SS-YBN-specific KEGG pathways include“phenylalanine
metabolism” and “complement and coagulation cascades.” Like-
wise, “Prostaglandin synthesis and regulation” and “IL-6 signaling

pathway” were identified as SS-YBN-specific gene sets. Overall,
these reflex an enhanced secondary effects including immuno-
response in SS-YBN under hypoxia, which could explain the
abundant gene expression alterations that were so prominent in
SS-YBN.

REVERSE ENGINEERING OF THE HYPOXIA-ASSOCIATED CORE GENETIC
NETWORK
Finally, I set out to reverse engineer the underlying core molec-
ular network contributing to the hypoxic response in this SS-BN
CS rat platform. With the profound transcriptomic dataset, I first
performed expression level averaging in order to reduce probe
sets with redundant gene symbols. The arithmetic means were
taken across all probe sets bearing the same gene symbol. Among
the 5860 non-redundant ESTs, 1521 gene symbols have redun-
dancy. Probe sets with no valid gene symbols were also ignored for
further analysis. This reduced the data roles from over 27,000 to
2857 unique gene symbols. Gene pairs that exhibit correlated tran-
scriptional responses were identified by the MI estimates. As an
information theoretic measure of interaction, this pair-wise MI-
value is equal to zero if and only if no statistical dependency exists
between the variables. The threshold for the MI estimation was set
as 0.3, with a p-value of 10E-7. The software tool Aracne2 has an
additional function that eliminates those statistical dependencies
that might be of an indirect nature by applying a well established
“Data Processing Inequality measure” (DPI; Cover and Thomas,
1991). DPI threshold of 0.15 was employed (15% tolerance).

After some additional filtering, the final result was an adja-
cency matrix inferring potential gene–gene interaction. Based on
this interdependency information, a core genetic network contain-
ing a total of 490 genes that reflects possible cellular actions upon
hypoxia and/or genetic background were de novo derived from
the transcriptomic data (Lezon et al., 2006; Dhadialla et al., 2009).
Figure 8 shows the genetic core network that is most parsimonious
for the observed gene expression alteration pattern in the current
experimental setting. In this network representation, nodes repre-
sent genes; arcs represent interactions that connect pairs of nodes.
The strength of interaction is positively correlated to the vicinity
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FIGURE 8 |The core genetic network based on gene expression
alteration data in the current study was generated using information
theory based network modeling approach. Spring-embedded layout was
used to demonstrate the arc weights. Graphic representation was
generated with Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org). The major network
component is consisted of a closely connected kernel layer, a mesh-like
intermediate layer, and an outer layer. A small number of distal nodes are
separated from the major network component, as displayed at the lower
part of the figure.

of the two nodes. The detailed network structure is given in Table
S3 in Supplementary Material.

Network analysis using GraphCrunch2 showed that this genetic
core network is non-random. A number of central hub genes
build a kernel layer inside the core network, which contains a
total of 216 genes. This is a densely interconnected multi-kernel
core, which can be subdivided into two closely interconnected
community structures employing the CFinder tool. The biggest
community structure consisted of eleven hub genes (Table 2).
They share the GO Slim-term of “biological regulation,”“develop-
mental process,” and “response to stress.” The second community
structure is enriched with ribosomal proteins.

Outside of this core, 89 genes build an intermediate layer.
Although the strengths of their interactions are not as strong as that
of the kernel layer, they are gracefully interconnected into lattice-
like structure. Moreover, 92 additional genes are distally positioned
as the outer layer, but otherwise have no direct interconnection
with the rest of the core network. In addition, 93 distal nodes are
separated from the major network component, as displayed at the
lower part of Figure 8.

Respecting the functional annotation of the core network, it
was observed that the BP-terms: “metabolic process” and “biolog-
ical regulation” were common for all three network layers. The
kernel layer was enriched in CC terms “vacuole,” “chromosome,”
“nucleoside and DNA.” The middle layer genes were associated

Table 2 | Gene symbols and corresponding gene names of the two

community structures that constitute the kernel layer of the

hypoxia-associated genetic core network.

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 1

Alas2 Aminolevulinate, delta-, synthase 2

Hbe1 Hemoglobin, epsilon 1

Impa2 Inositol (myo)-1(or 4)-monophosphatase 2

Klf5 Kruppel-like factor 5

Lgals7 Lectin, galactoside-binding, soluble, 7

Pdia4 Protein disulfide isomerase family A, member 4

Phb Prohibitin

Prl8a3 Prolactin family 8, subfamily a, member 3

Rara Retinoic acid receptor, alpha

Ripk2 Receptor-interacting serine-threonine kinase 2

Tcirg1 T-cell, immune regulator 1, ATPase, H+ transporting, lysosomal

V0 subunit A3

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE 2

Cox7a2 Cytochrome c oxidase, subunit VIIa 2

Pik3r1 Phosphoinositide-3-kinase, regulatory subunit 1 (alpha)

Rpo1–3 RNA polymerase 1-3

Rps13 Ribosomal protein S13

Rps15a Ribosomal protein S15a

Rps23 Ribosomal protein S23

Kernel layer

Vacuole

Chromosome,

Kernel layer

Chromosome,

Neucleocite,

DNA

Cytoskeleton

Rib

Proliferation

Mitochondira

Cell component orgaizaiton
Response to stimulus,

Metabolism,

Biological

regulation

Ribosome

Cell component orgaizaiton,

Death, development

Cell localization

Cell communication,

Growth

Outer layerMiddle layer

FIGURE 9 | Enriched functional annotations in three layers of the
hypoxia-associated genetic core network.

with “cell localization,” “proliferation,” “cell component organi-
zation,” “death,” and “development.” From the CC perspective,
the CC term “mitochondria” was middle layer specific. The outer
layer genes were enriched in GO-terms “cell communication,”
“growth,” and “response to stimulus.” In addition, the CC-slim
terms “ribosome” and “cytoskeleton” were overlapping for kernel
and outer layers. These terms were not enriched in the middle layer
(Figure 9).
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HYPOXIA RESISTANCE IS CORRELATED WITH BALANCED NETWORK
ACTIVATION
After the partition of the core genetic network into three network
layers, the topological localization of genes under hypoxia-induced
expression alterations was investigated. For this purpose, the
hypergeometric probability analysis on the occurrence of nodes
in the core network respecting three different layers was per-
formed. In hypoxia sensitive strains (SS-6BN and SS-YBN), around
68% of the activated nodes concerns the kernel layer (hyperge-
ometric probability p= 0.0003), whereas there was only around
25% of outer layer activation (p= 0.001) and 4–5% middle layer
activation (p= 6.3E−5; Figure 10A). Similarly, under hypoxia
condition, SS had 59% of kernel layer activation, but very little
middle (28%) and outer layer activation (13%). In contrast, in
the ameliorated hypoxia-induced effect of BN, SS-9BN, and SS-
18BN, comparable numbers of activated nodes were positioned in
the kernel layer (34± 2%), middle layer (35± 5%), and the outer
layer (30± 6%), respectively (Figure 10B). Taken together, in the
hypoxia-resistant strains (BN, SS-9BN, and SS-18BN), the syner-
gistic effects of hypoxia and genetic background let to a more
balanced core network activation respecting the three network
layers.

DISCUSSION
The environmental stressor hypoxia is a critical contributor to
cardiovascular diseases through its impact on blood pressure vari-
ability and cardiac function (Dumas et al., 2000). In this study, the
resistance to hypoxia was used as a phenotypic trait to explore the
effect of individual genetic background on physiology homeosta-
sis. Rat has been the traditional model for the study of ventilatory
response to hypoxia (Powell et al., 2000). Accompanied by its

resolved genome and a broad base of supporting information
regarding genetic polymorphism, rat represents a supreme model
for the study of genetic background effect in respect to hypoxia
(Twigger et al., 2008). Previous data showed that among the inbred
rat strains, BN, but not SS, is robust against hypoxia (Hodges et al.,
2002). Thus, the use of SS-BN CS rat panel provides a means
to dissect the complexity of genome background by substituting
individual BN chromosome into the genomic background of SS.
Despite these concerted efforts, however, genes associated with
specific chromosome-specific hypoxic response have not yet been
reported.

In this scenarios, it has been previously reported that chro-
mosome 13 and 18 of BN could exert protective effects against
high-salt induced hypertension in SS (Stekiel et al., 2007; Liang
et al., 2008; Gilibert et al., 2009). These authors showed that BN
chromosome 13 has the effect to promote the normal vascular
relaxation in cerebral arteries in the SS strain (Drenjancevic-
Peric et al., 2005). This hypertension modifying effect of BN
chromosome 13 was verified by another study employing pro-
teomic methodology (Tian et al., 2008). However, In a follow-
up report (Moreno et al., 2011), no genetic difference in the
respective chromosome region between SS and BN rats could
be found, that would alter the structure or function of any
gene. On the other hand, these authors showed that two con-
genic strains can share significant pathway alteration in com-
parison to SS despite the lack of overlaps between congenic
chromosomal segments (Lu et al., 2009). Although possible influ-
ences of non-coding regulatory regions were not taken into
consideration, it still becomes apparent that such pathway alter-
ation was not simply the result of polymorphism on substituted
chromosome.

Differential activation of network layers under hypoxiaA
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FIGURE 10 | Differential activations of the core network layers
under hypoxia in rats of different genetic backgrounds. (A) In SS
and hypoxia sensitive CS strains (SS-6BN and SS-YBN), the kernel layer
was predominantly activated. In BN and hypoxia-resistant strains

(SS-9BN SS-18BN), more balanced core network activation among all
three layers was observed. (B) This averaged network layer activation
in hypoxia sensitive and resistant strains are summarized in a pie
chart.
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Taking another example, Munich Wistar Frömter (MWF) is
an inbred rat strain (Sprague-Dawley) with high hypertensive
predisposition, and age-dependent progressive albuminuria devel-
opment. It has been documented that this trait is influenced by
quantitative trait locus on chromosome 6 and 8 (Schulz et al.,
2007; van Es et al., 2011). However, when the chromosome 6 of
MWF was introduced into the hypertension-resistant HSR genetic
background, it failed to induce the albuminuria phenotype even
after nephron reduction (Schulz et al., 2010). This means that even
if such trait-decisive QTL is valid, its proper action requires the
complex assistance of a big part, if not the whole organism’s genetic
background.

Based on my previous investigations (Mao et al., 2007, 2008),
I hypothesize that “genetic polymorphisms” could act on disease
susceptibility by affecting the balancing capacity of the cellular
network. Thus, it is more important to identify the underlying
regulatory network that constitute such system robustness (Liang
et al., 2008). In order to further the hypothesis, I investigated
data of CS rat strain platform produced from the SS-BN CS rat
platform. On average, there is one SNP among every 1000 bp
of sequences across the genome between BN and SS (Moreno
et al., 2011). This wide spectrum of allelic variation between SS
and BN potentially foster the organism’s hypoxia susceptibility.
In the frame of PhysGen project, all 22 rat CS strains together
with the parental strains were subjected to hypoxia treatment.
Their differential resistances to hypoxia were measured by multi-
ple phenotypic parameters of the biochemical, cardiac, lung, and
renal categories. I analyzed the data from the PhysGen project by
examining the physiology and transcriptome profiles of SS-BN
CS rat platform. The aim of the current study was to, see how
the allelic variability between individual genome at the level of a
single chromosome is able to contribute to distinct phenotypes.
Consensus to previous study, this phenotypic screening showed
that the SS mice was much more susceptible to hypoxia compared
to BN when exposed to hypoxic condition (Drenjancevic-Peric
et al., 2005; Malek et al., 2006). This hypoxia sensitivity could be
quantitatively indexed by at least 14 physiological traits.

Via a phenotype rescue analysis, the physiological data revealed
a profound protective effect of BN chromosome 9 and 18 under
hypoxic condition, whereas chromosome 6 and Y substitutions
exacerbate the hypoxic effect. By this means, two hypoxia-resistant
(SS-9BN and SS-18BN) and two hypoxia-susceptible CS strains (SS-
6BN and SS-YBN) were confidently identified as those whose phe-
notype measurements segregate to either of the parental strains.
This result is partially coherent to previous findings (Forster et al.,
2003; Dwinell et al., 2005; Mattson et al., 2008). Contrary to
my expectation, there was no biochemical alteration regarding
either “plasma mean corpuscular hemoglobin content” or “plasma
red blood cell” among parental strains or CS strains comparing
hypoxia to normoxia condition. This indicates that the 2-week
hypoxia treatment did not lead to constitutive change in red blood
cell content, but rather represent temporary stress response.

Next, I set out to analyze the transcriptomic data on a selection
of five rat CS strains with and without the hypoxia treatment. The
central goal was to investigate the individual genetic network that
may give rise to such personalized genetic background effect upon
hypoxia (Tankersley and Broman, 2004; Dwinell et al., 2005). It

was observed that hypoxia-induced very different gene expression
changes depending on whether it is brought into the SS rat back-
ground or to CS backgrounds. At a first glance, the extents of gene
expression alterations (transcriptomic shift) in the CS strains did
not correlate to hypoxia sensitivity. Remarkably, although chro-
mosome Y does not bear many genes, SS-YBN expressed the highest
genetic background effects, as well as the highest hypoxia-induced
transcriptomic shifts. The functional annotation of genes altered
in SS-YBN suggests that this could be due to gender-associated
immune and inflammatory secondary effects. In line with this,
these secondary responses could have made SS-YBN especially
vulnerable to hypoxia.

It is a conserved mechanism across the animal kingdom that
hypoxia response is primarily orchestrated by the transcription
regulation of hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (Hif1a, located on rat
chromosome 6), which is known as a hypoxia master regu-
lator (Teppema and Dahan, 2010). Upon hypoxia, Hif prolyl-
hydroxylase, which utilizes oxygen as a co-substrate, is inhibited,
thus leads to accumulation of Hif1-α protein. Stabilized by hypoxic
condition,Hif1α in turn up-regulates several genes to promote sur-
vival in low-oxygen condition. This includes endogenous produc-
tion of erythropoietin, glycolysis stimulation, and VEGF-mediated
vascular growth (Powell, 2003). In comparison to SS, Hif1a expres-
sion level was slightly down-regulated in SS-9BN under normoxia,
whereas no other alteration was observed in this gene throughout
the whole transcriptomic dataset. Importantly, contrary to com-
mon expectation, SS-6BN, the CS strain with polymorphic Hif1a
version from BN, represents one of the most hypoxia-susceptible
CS strains in the whole CS panel.

Generally, “cis-regulatory effects” are defined as significant
associations between the expression level of a given gene and the
polymorphic sites within that gene region. On the other hand,
“trans-regulatory effects” are defined as significant associations
between the expression level of a gene and genetic modifiers not
adjacent to that gene (Genissel et al., 2008). Regarding Hif1a, it
seems that there was no clear-cut cis-effect operation. The effect
of the master regulator effect of Hif1a, albeit strong, could have
been submerged by the combined trans-chromosomal effect of
the overall genetic background. Moreover, through the analysis on
chromosome representation index, I made the observation that to
some extent, cis-effect somewhat prevailed in genetic background
effects (Set C genes), whereas trans-effect became dominant under
hypoxia condition (Set B genes). This observation is partially con-
sensus to previous reports (Schachter et al., 2005; Liang et al.,
2008). Together, this and other findings showed that the expression
profile variability under hypoxia was the result of the transactions
of CS chromosome polymorphisms through complex interaction
with polymorphisms distributed in the whole genome.

Overall, pathological phenotype results from perturbations of
the cellular networks (Vidal et al., 2010). Constituted on this
hypothesis, a core part of this study was a systems biology approach
which allowed us to percept the fundamental principles of the
underlying genetic network regulation. In another word, the aim
was to decipher whether there is a category of genes acting in
certain network constellation, that, under direct or indirect influ-
ence of polymorphisms, possibly act as a modifier of hypoxia
response. Using an information theory based network modeling
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approach, the most parsimonious core genetic network under the
current system stimulations was reverse engineered, though which
the hypoxia response modifier effect could have been exerted.
The functional annotation of the core genetic network com-
prise the general aspects of physiological homeostasis regulations
such as energy metabolism, growth, development and death, cell
localization, and communication, as well as response to stimuli.

According to the degree and interaction strength informa-
tion, this core genetic interaction network could be loosely
subdivided into three layers: the kernel layer, the middle layer,
and the outer shell. Essentially, I made the observation that
if a rat strain was sensitive to hypoxia, it showed predomi-
nant kernel activation under hypoxia. As such, hypoxia treat-
ment in SS-6BN, SS-YBN, and SS induced predominantly gene
expression alterations of the kernel layer. In contrast, upon
hypoxia treatment, BN, SS-9BN, and SS-18BN launched a much
balanced activation program of the core network with com-
parable number of nodes distributed in kernel, middle, and
outer layers, respectively. Based on these findings, I advance
the hypothesis here that the hypoxia resistance donated by BN
chromosome 9 and 18 could be constituted on a more bal-
anced activation of a core genetic network responsible for system
homeostasis.

Of note that as an apparent constraint of the current study,
differences in phenotype could as well be due to differences in the
expression of regulatory and small RNA interactions in regulatory
regions, which are not captured by microarray-based transcrip-
tomic studies. In this respect, modern next-generation sequenc-
ing technique will provide even more comprehensive pictures.
Moreover, I have chosen here to use data-driven de novo net-
work modeling method make use of genetic co-regulation data.
However, this brings about some main caveats of the current
study: First, as a typical reductionism’s approach, such reverse
engineering approach assumes that all the dependencies between
variables are and only are due to the causal relationship con-
tained inside of the network model (the so-called “guilty by
association”). This denies any other possible latent causes, and
thus could limit the predictive power of the current network
model. In addition, it needs to be stated that in our network
model, the underlying property of interaction could be very het-
erogeneous, spanning from cellular metabolic pathway, signaling
pathway, or even of more general biophysical constraints (Mao
et al., 2008). Such dynamic aspects of network interactions are
not differentiated in the current study. However, “The power of
such approach resides precisely in such simplification of molecu-
lar detail, which allows modeling at the scale of whole cells” (Vidal
et al., 2010).

CONCLUSION
In summary, I studied the genetic interaction network struc-
ture underlying hypoxia responsiveness using an experimental
design that involved a CS rat platform. Applying systems biolog-
ical approach on the transcriptomic data, a core genetic network
that might mediate the robustness to hypoxia was reverse engi-
neered. From the functional perspective, this core genetic network
is considerably involved in multiple physiological homeostasis
regulations. Based on the observations regarding the differently
activation of core network under different system perturbation, I
conclude that the hypoxia-protective effect of polymorphisms on
BN chromosome 9 and 18 is correlated with a balanced activation
of the core network, thereby makes better use of the physiolog-
ical homeostasis. Such personalized genetic network structure
could represent a bridge between genetic background and the
individualized development of multi-factorial diseases (Lu et al.,
2009).
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Table S1 | Gene expression alterations in the SS-BN consomic rat panel
(SS-2 BN, SS-6 BN, SS-9 BN, SS-18 BN, and SS-Y BN) under hypoxia treatment.
Data were averaged across four tissues and both genders. Set A: SS_hypoxia
vs. SS_normoxia; Set B: CS_hypoxia vs. CS_normaxia; Set C: CS_normoxia vs.
SS_normoxia; Set D: CS_hypoxia vs. SS_hypoxia.

Table S2 | Enriched Gene Ontology terms, KEGG pathways, gene set, and
cytogenetic bands of protein expression alterations under different system
conditions. The first number gives the number of genes belong to the given
enriched term. Number in parenthesis indicates the multiple test adjusted
p-value (Fisher’s exact Test).

Table S3 | Structure of the hypoxia-associated genetic core network de
novo generated by information theoretic network remodeling approach
using the transcriptomic data. Node 1 and Node 2 are genes (indicated by
gene symbol) that significantly co-regulate, and therefore potentially interact.
The weight of interaction is given in the third column.
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